
                       Glü® is the retail version of a proprietary industrial adhesive formulated to bond     
                      plastic to plastic.  It is a 100% PURE GLUE, with NO SOLVENTS.

                   K-CO Products has used the industrial version of this formula in the assembly of its 
Johnny Jolter PRO Power® Plunger, a leader in its category.  One day, we needed to glue something in our 
shop that was metal to composite. We had no other adhesive, so we tried the industrial formula we had 
been using.  It not only wrked but set and cured fast.  Subsequently, we tested it on every substrate we
could think of, and every time it WORKED!

It was then that the idea came up to develop a consumer brand and bring this fantastic item to the retail 
market.  The result is the Glü® brand, made available in 1oz. and 1/2 oz sizes. 

When your customers need a glue for plastic to plastic, or anything else,  Glü is the perfect solution.  

Both sizes are available in either a 6pc Tray, or on a 6pc Clip Strip for ease of merchanding and driving 
impulse sales, with wholesale pricing shown below.    

Contact:  David Kurrasch  •  david@kco-products.com  •  K-CO Products, LLC  •  1601 Alton Pkwy, STE D, Irvine CA 92606
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Store No:___________________________ Order Date:__________________ PO No: ___________________
Store Address: _____________________________________________________
City:_________________________________________ State:____________ Zip Code:__________-_______
Store Phone: (______)______-__________ Fax: (________)________-____________
Arrive By:___________________________ "Cancel A�er" DATE:__________________________________
E-Mail:____________________________________________________________________________
Mfg Item 

#
ITEM UPC MOQ (ea.)

Merch. 
Type

SRP
ORDER 
QTY ea.

COST ea. TOTAL $

GLU-403 8-15149-01040-3 12 Tray $9.97 $4.99
GLU-403 8-15149-01040-3 12 Clip Strip $9.97 $4.99
GLU-411 8-15149-01041-1 12 Tray $6.97 $3.45
GLU-411 8-15149-01041-1 12 Clip Strip $6.97 $3.45

GLÜ - 1 oz. 6pc 
GLÜ - 1 oz. 6pc 

GLÜ - 1/2 oz. 6pc 
GLÜ - 1/2 oz. 6pc 

 DESCRIPTION

NEW LOWER PRICE!  & PRE-PAID-SHIPPING

“Finally...a Glue for Everything!”®
0.5 oz. 1.0 oz.


